
Building the 
Network

T h e  S o c i a l  e c o n o m y



“Regional economic growth is powered by creative people, who prefer places that are diverse, tolerant 
and open to new ideas.

Diversity increases the odds that a place will attract different types of creative people  with different 
skill sets and ideas.  Places with diverse mixes of creative people are more likely to generate  new 
combinations.  Furthermore, diversity and concentration work together to speed the flow of knowledge.   

Greater and more diverse concentrations of creative capital in turn lead to higher rates of innovation, 
high-technology business formation, job generation and economic growth.”

This is the opening of a new report on the economic potential of Montreal written by Dr Richard Florida

The Post Industrial Development Model
a definition of the social economy

How does Prince Edward Island fit this model?



What the Creative do
“along with problem solving, their work entails problem finding: not just building a better mousetrap but noticing 

first that a better mousetrap might be handy to have”
Florida

If our economy has to be reinvented away from primary resources, then it will 
take a great deal of innovative effort. This can only come from the left hand 

side of the bell curve



How All Innovation Occurs
The natural process of innovation and diffusion

It takes only 15% of the population to achieve the conditions for adoption
When and if, the Innovators and the Early Adopters sign on

The rest follow quickly
This is a “natural” model and all adoption has this curve
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30% of families 
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Our Focus

• Retain - We have to retain the creative who are likely to leave when 

offered only a mainstream culture, mainstream jobs and isolation

• Attract - We have to attract the creative who demand a social, work and 

education environment that fits their world-view

• Convert - We have to reduce the social and cost barriers to independence 

and provide the mechanisms for building up confidence and acceptance

• Initiate - We have to work at the root causes of dependence such as 

illiteracy and unsocial behavior



• When at least, 15% of the Society fits the “creative” 
cultural definition

• Requires attractive places and activities that fit their 
needs

• When there are high levels of Social Capital

• Requires active encouragement of networks

Vectors for Success



What do we mean by creative?

One of the biggest misconceptions about the creative sector is that it only includes 
artists and culture-based occupations. This could not be further from reality.

Florida defines the “Super Creative Core” as those with occupations in computer 
related fields, mathematics, engineering, life sciences, social sciences, education, 

training, library arts, design, entertainment and media.

The most effective connection is between high tech and the arts.

They produce new forms of design that are widely transferable and widely useful
Florida Catalytix Jan 2005



What do we do?

Create the optimal 
social and work 

environment for the 
creative

Reduce the barriers
and costs of being creative

Increase the social support 
needed to be creative

Increase the density of the social 
environment required for the creative

Set up the optimal 
conditions

to reduce dysfunction 
and dependency at 

birth



How do we do this?

We set up “generative” spaces and processes

We follow the rules of nature and design the ideal conditions for growth
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Will Pate calls a lunch

PEI Bloggers 
Form a Community

New Companies
Form

Silverorange moves downtown
Reinvented moves in with SO

at 84 Fitzroy
Sets UP QSC

With Renewal and Cynthia Dunsford - TPEI
Weblog for LEAP

Laudably joins
with Renewal

CIBC, York University, Pizza Delight, City & 
Marketing Filter

Veterans Affairs - Seniors
UFIT

Links with Queens Street Commons
Links with LEAP

TPEI allies with 
Renewal

Links to Arts Guild
Links to QSC

Good Basic Forms
Allies with Renewal  

Weblogs UPEI, Drupal Ed - The “Firefox “of the 
online Education World begins

Links with Edu Filter at Laudably Renewal

Bloggers on PEI

Liftoff

A Case Study
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Liftoff

Timothy’s/Mavors

Formosa
Interlude

Queen Street 
Commons

Arts Guild
City Cinema
Root Cellar
The Market

ATC

Loft Apartments
On Queen Street

Alternative Education
Full Circle School

Local Food
Market

Downtown

A Social 
Trajectory
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Liftoff

Family Resource 
Centres

Best Start

Parenting 
Networks

Developmental
Child Care

Engagement
& Choice 
In School

Development
& Literacy

for 
Mothers

LEAP
Plus

A Development
Trajectory
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Liftoff

A Development
Trajectory
for the 
Internet



Our current system 
The self-employed, the creative and the 
helpless are splintered. 

We have low Social Capital

The support issue is less financial support but 
social support. 

16



Step 1
Create attractive social 
spaces and set out to connect 
the separate parts

Facilitation and a boundary are required
A place and a web support system are required



Step 2
Sub communities will emerge if the 
social space is “Generative”

These communities are self sustaining & 
powerful because their association is based not 
on direction but on “emergence”. They “grow”



Step 3
A rich and self sustaining 
network comes to life

Such a network will likely expand way beyond 
our borders. Like the internet itself, they will 
have a life of their own and using the “Network 
Effect” will be able to collect all the resources 
that they require



Results
We support the attraction and growth of the Creative on PEI

We balance the culture
Set the conditions for innovation & growth

We shift the economic base from a classic industrial to a creativity- focused business mix more 
dependent on ideas and innovation than on natural resources. 



Results
We Strengthen our social capital

Core creative clusters form around information and entertainment technology ... and a variety of 
emerging interdisciplinary niches

A denser and more diverse network strengthens all of our society



We reduce our social costs in health and education
We expand and improve the quality of the workforce

Connections = Social capital
Our core social processes health and education improve



We obtain Growth

Creative jobs are growing faster than in any other sector
In Montreal in the next 10 years the Creative Sector is expected to grow by at least 21% 

while the service sector will grow by 345 and the working sector by only 14%

This is happening in spite of the fact that Montreal’s population growth was among the 
lowest of 25 major metropolitan areas 

(Florida - Catalyx Jan 2005)


